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Thank you to @iddcconsortium for the opportunity to participate
in the #COSP15 Expo on #EconomicEmpowerment and share
our #InclusiveWorkplaces Toolkit developed through
#InclusiveFutures! 

Hear our key messages from the event in the thread below: 
👇

IDDC
@iddcconsortium

STARTING IN FEW MINUTES  
An online exposition on #EconomicEmpowerment & 
#Entrepreneurship of Persons w/ #Disabilities where you 
will be able to move between virtual booths 

 REGISTER: bit.ly/3O7zEJ0
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People with intellectual #disabilities are one of the groups most excluded from the labour

market - employers tell us that they don’t understand "how" to include people with

intellectual disabilities in their workplaces.

For us, this is about "real jobs for real pay" - people with intellectual disabilities in jobs they

choose themselves, in workplaces where people with and without disabilities work together,

where they are paid fairly and equally for their work, and with good support.
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To understand what the challenges were for #RealJobsForRealPay, through the

#InclusiveFutures project we consulted with: 

� 27 employers  

�45 families of people with intellectual disabilities 

👩 54 people with intellectual disabilities

Families told us that they are the primary supporters for people with intellectual disabilities,

but most #InclusiveEmployment programming leaves them out. Engaging families is

essential for inclusive employment & livelihoods work to include people with intellectual

disabilities!

We talked to 27 #employers in Kenya, Uganda, Nigeria, and Bangladesh through

#InclusiveFutures - they told us that they didn't understand how to include people with

disabilities, and that they needed tools and resources to become more inclusive.
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We created the #InclusiveWorkplaces Toolkit to help employers understand what action to

take to make their workplace more inclusive. 

We took the advice self-advocates and families told us about what good workplace inclusion

looks like, and turned it into guidance for #employers.

Each section of the toolkit gives #employers: 

💼Guiding questions to help find their starting point 

💼Actionable steps for workplace inclusion 

💼Templates and resources like plain language contracts and job descriptions to use in their

workplace
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The #InclusiveWorkplaces toolkit is now live and available to download on Inclusion

International's website! 

👇 

https://inclusion-international.org/resource/inclusive-workplaces-toolkit/

The #InclusiveWorkplaces Toolkit makes it clear to #employers that including people with

intellectual disabilities is much easier and much less expensive than they think - most action

points in the toolkit can be implemented for free!
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• • •

Not only are #InclusiveWorkplaces important for including people with intellectual

disabilities, they make the workplace a better place for everyone to work! 

💼 Workplaces that communicate well, are flexible, and that provide good support are places

everyone wants to work.

To learn more about our #InclusiveWorkplaces toolkit and our guidance for #employers,

download the full toolkit below: 

⬇ 

https://inclusion-international.org/resource/inclusive-workplaces-toolkit/ 

Thank you to @iddcconsortium for the opportunity to share this important work from

#InclusiveFutures!
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